Live a Golden Life
with MaxiComfort®

Improve Circulation

Enjoy the Pressure Relief
of Zero-gravity

Watch TV with Ease

Stand Effortlessly

Sitting in a MaxiComfort® chair will put a smile
on anyone’s face! MaxiComfort is the only patented recline
technology in the world that can glide you smoothly into an unlimited
number of comfort positions not found on standard lift recliners. This
exclusive line of recliners is controlled by an easy to use hand control
called AutoDrive, which can memorize your favorite settings.

GOLDEN

AutoDrive™ is the exclusive hand control system for MaxiComfort® lift recliners. This smart
system has taken the guesswork out of getting in to or out of your favorite positions. The
AutoDrive control assists in finding favorite comfort positions and it can memorize up to
four positions.

Scan to go to the
AutoDrive web page

Total Control
Operate the chair to find many of the comfort positions using just two buttons.
Simplify the experience– AutoDrive can be programed to lock out the lower
buttons allowing the top two buttons to operate the entire recliner.
“Lift” Gently rise to the standing position.
“Recline” Gently raise the legs and feet while lowering the back.

Position Control
Enjoy all that the MaxiComfort recliner has to offer by using one of the four
pre-programmed comfort positions:
“SIT” Automatically returns the recliner back to the proper seated position.
“TV” is designed for upright relaxation. This position provides the best support
for someone looking to raise their feet while keeping an upright back position.
“ZG” is short for “Zero-gravity” and is a reclined position offering the feeling
of weightlessness. This neutral posture allows the body to relax and rest.
“SLEEP” Lowers the back in to a “lay flat” position for a restful sleep.
“P” Stands for “program.” This button allows for the any of the four position
buttons to be programmed and reprogrammed so that any position can be
memorized. This allows for activation of lockout features. Reference the user
manual for additional information.

Custom Control
Enables any person sitting in the chair to perfect their comfort position. The
arrows independently move the footrest and back of the recliner. Extend the
back further by using the arrow buttons and discover the Trendelenburg*
position, which is used to improve circulation.
* Consult with your physician regarding using the Trendelenburg position. 		
The Trendelenburg position is not available on the PR505-JPT.

Positioning Options

Lift

Lift
MaxiComfort® makes life luxuriously easy.
No matter what position the chair is in,
MaxiComfort can have you standing easily with
a touch of the Lift
button. Answer the
door, check an item on the stove, or stand to
greet your loved one. MaxiComfort rises you to
meet every occasion.

You can have it all in a MaxiComfort® lift and recline chair. Brought to you exclusively
by the world’s leading motion experts at Golden Technologies.

T V Watching

Sit
The
button moves the recliner to the proper
default seated position automatically. MaxiComfort
offers an exclusive true 90º back angle found easily by
using the arrows at the bottom of the hand control.
MaxiComfort also features a back recline without
raising the footrest.

Zero-gravity
The
position was created to eliminate pressure
on the body. A body in the zero-gravity position will
decompress after a long day by gliding into pressure
free comfort and experience a natural relaxation with
minimum muscle tension.

The
Watching position was designed to offer the
most comfortable, neutral posture for upright relaxation.
A body in the TV Watching position is recharged with
ergonomic upper body support and comfort.
With both the back and
the feet in the horizontal
“layflat position,” enjoy the
recliner for a restful sleep.

Trendelenburg
The therapeutic Trendelenburg position was created to improve
circulation in the body. Once in the ZG position, the recliner can
further elevate the legs and feet above the heart to increase
blood flow and release tension from the lower extremities. A
body in the Trendelenburg position receives an elongation of
the lumbar area for a rejuvenating stretch.

6 Styles & 6 Sizes
The DayDreamer™
is a medium sized
lift recliner offering
our exclusive Power
Pillow articulating
headrest. Recline,
relax, and adjust
your head position
with the touch of a
button.

The Pub chair is a
medium sized lift
recliner with a classic
look, featuring a
two pillow waterfall
back and nail head
trim on the arms and
wings. Customize the
comfort of the back
with the use of more
or less fill with the
zipper back design.

Customize the size!
The MaxiComforter
offers a Junior Petite,
Small, Medium, or
Large size and can fit
just about anyone.
PR505 shown in
Palomino

PR712 shown in
Geranium
PR630 shown in
Brisa® Coffee Bean*

The Cloud™ is
the world’s most
comfortable lift
recliner offered in
two sizes. Featuring
our custom bucket
seat, this chair is the
ultimate in relaxation
and rejuvenation.
PR510SME shown in
Calypso

The Cirrus™ offers
a special pocketed
coil seating system.
The full chaise seat
is supported by 49
individual pocketed
coils delivering
excellent support and
comfort.
PR508 shown in Pearl

The Relaxer, the
original Maxicomfort
chair, is truly a
flagship lift recliner.
Offered in two sizes
and featuring four
individual zipper
backed pillows.
Back comfort is truly
customizable.
PR756L shown in
Sterling

Select Golden lift chair models feature a combination of 49 pocketed coil seat springs
surrounded by foam that molds to your lower body for the ultimate support and comfort.
= Pocketed Coil Seat Springs. Standard on PR505 Small, Medium and Large models and
PR508 Medium.

Scan to go to the
MaxiComfort ® web page

Fabrics
The Golden line of MaxiComfort® lift recliners are offered in a variety of luxurious fabrics
to match any décor. Fabrics are tested for strength, wear, color fastness, and comfort! Most
fabrics include “Stain Defense” and repel stains.

Cloud PR510 and Relaxer PR756 Fabrics

Hazelnut

Sterling

Copper

Shiraz

Calypso

Brisa® Buckskin* Brisa® Coffee Bean*

DayDreamer™ PR630 Fabrics

Hazelnut

Calypso

Shiraz

Brisa® Coffee Bean*

Pub Chair PR712 Fabrics

Mahogany

Geranium

Brisa® Coffee Bean*

Cirrus™ PR508 Fabrics

Palomino

Admiral

Evergreen

Cabernet

Pearl

Brisa® Buckskin*

Evergreen

Cabernet

Pearl

Brisa® Buckskin* Brisa® Coffee Bean*

MaxiComfort® PR505 Fabrics

Palomino

Admiral

* Upcharge applies

https://m.youtube.com/user/
GoldenTechChannel
Complies with UL 73
and CSA C22.2 No. 68

www.facebook.com/goldentechnologies

Listing # E112417
FNAE 80-214A

www.goldentech.com

Visit your Authorized Golden Dealer:

BR-MAXI.112315

Golden is the world’s leading manufacturer of lift recliners. Founded in 1985 and family owned, Golden
has become America’s most trusted and reliable brand. Each and every lift recliner must pass a 38 point
inspection at our plant located in Old Forge, PA, to ensure the highest quality before packaging.

